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Abstract. Renyi’s entropy-based criterion has been proposed as an ob-
jective function for independent component analysis because of its re-
lationship with Shannon’s entropy and its computational advantages in
specific cases. These criteria were suggested based on “convincing” exper-
iments. However, there is no theoretical proof that globally maximizing
those functions would lead to separate the sources; actually, this was
implicitly conjectured. In this paper, the problem is tackled in a theoret-
ical way; it is shown that globally maximizing the Renyi’s entropy-based
criterion, in its general form, does not necessarily provide the expected
independent signals. The contrast function property of the correspond-
ing criteria simultaneously depend on the value of the Renyi parameter,
and on the (unknown) source densities.

1 Introduction

Blind source separation (BSS) aims at recovering underlying source signals from
mixture of them. Under mild assumptions, including the mutual independence
between those sources, it is known from Comon [1] that finding the linear trans-
formation that minimizes a dependence measure between outputs can solve the
problem, up to acceptable indeterminacies on the sources. This procedure is
known as Independent Component Analysis (ICA).

This problem can be mathematically expressed in a very simple way. Con-
sider the square, noiseless BSS mixture model: a K-dimensional vector of inde-
pendent unknown sources S = [S1, . . . , SK ]T is observed via an instantaneous
linear mixture of them X = AS, X = [X1, . . . , XK ]T, where A is the full-rank
square mixing matrix. Many separation methods are based on the maximization
(or minimization) of a criterion. A specific class of separation criteria is called
“contrast functions” [1]. The contrast property ensures that a given criterion is
suitable to achieve BSS. Such a function i) is scale invariant, ii) only depends on
the demixing matrix B and of the mixture densities iii) reaches its global maxi-
mum if and only if the transfer matrix W = BA is non-mixing [1]. A matrix W
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is said non-mixing if it belongs to the subgroup W of the general linear group
GL(K) of degree K, and is defined as:

W .= {W ∈ GL(K) : ∃P ∈ PK, Λ ∈ DK,W = PΛ} (1)

In the above definition PK and DK respectively denote the groups of permuta-
tion matrices and of regular diagonal matrices of degree K.

Many contrast functions have been proposed in the literature. One of the most
known contrast function is the opposite of mutual information I(Y) [2] where
Y = BX, which can be equivalently written as a sum of differential entropies
h(.):

I(Y) .=
K∑

i=1

h(Yi) − h(Y) =
K∑

i=1

h(Yi) − log | detB| − h(X). (2)

The differential (Shannon) entropy of X ∼ pX is defined by

h(X) .= −E[log pX ]. (3)

Since I(Y) has to be minimized with respect to B, its minimization is equivalent
to the following optimization problem under a prewhitening step:

max
B∈ SO(K)

C(B), C(B) .= −
K∑

i=1

h(biX), problem 1 (4)

where bi denotes the i-th row of B and SO(K) is the special orthogonal group

SO(K) .= {W ∈ GL(K) : WWT = IK , detW = +1}

with IK the identity matrix of degree K. The B ∈ SO(K) restriction, yielding
log | detB| = 0, results from the fact that, without loss of generality, the source
can be assumed to be centered and unit-variance (E[SST] = IK and A ∈ SO(K)
if the mixtures are whitened [8]). Clearly, if W = BA, problem 1 is equivalent
to problem 2:

max
W∈ SO(K)

C̃(W), C̃(W) .= −
K∑

i=1

h(wiS). problem 2

Few years ago, it has been suggested to replace Shannon’s entropy by Renyi’s
entropy [4,5]. More recent works still focus on that topic (see e.g. [7]). Renyi’s
entropy is a generalization of Shannon’s one in the sense that they share the
same key properties of information measures [10]. The Renyi entropy of index
r ≥ 0 is defined as:

hr(X) .=
1

1 − r
log

∫

Ω(X)
pr

X(x)dx, (5)

where r ≥ 0 and limr→1 hr(X) = h1(X) = h(X) and Ω(X) .= {x : pX(x) > 0}.
Based on simulation results, some researchers have proposed to modify the
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above BSS contrast C(B) defined in problem 1 by the following modified
criterion

Cr(B) .= −
K∑

i=1

hr(Yi), (6)

assuming implicitly that the contrast property of Cr(B) is preserved even for
r �= 1. This is clearly the case for the specific values r = 1 (because obviously
C1(B) = C(B)) and r = 0 (under mild conditions); this can be easily shown
using the Entropy Power and the Brunn-Minkowski inequalities [3], respectively.
However, there is no formal proof that the contrast property of Cr(B) still holds
for other values of r.

In order to check if this property may be lost in some cases, we restrict our-
selves to see if a necessary condition ensuring that Cr(B) is a contrast function is
met. More specifically, the criterion C̃r(W) should admit a local maximum when
W ∈ W . To see if this condition is fulfilled, a second order Taylor development
of C̃r(W) is provided around a non-mixing point W� ∈ W in the next section.
For the sake of simplicity, we further assume K = 2 and that a prewhitening is
performed so that we shall constraint W ∈ SO(2) since it is sufficient for our
purposes, as shown in the example of Section 3 (the extension to K ≥ 3 is easy).

2 Taylor Development of Renyi’s Entropy

Setting K = 2, we shall study the variation of the criterion C̃r(W) due to a
slight deviation of W from any W� ∈ W ∩SO(2) of the form W ← EW� where

E .=
[

cos θ sin θ
− sin θ cos θ

]
(7)

and θ 	 0 is a small angle. This kind of updates covers the neighborhood of
W� ∈ SO(K): if W,W� ∈ SO(2), there always exists Φ ∈ SO(2) such that
W = ΦW�; Φ can be written as E and if W is further restricted to be in the
neighborhood of W�, θ must be small enough. In order to achieve that aim, let
us first focus on a first order expansion of the criterion, to analyse if non-mixing
matrices are stationary points of the criterion. This is a obviously a necessary
condition for Cr(B) to be a contrast function.

2.1 First Order Expansion: Stationarity of Non-mixing Points

Let Z be a random variable independent from Y . From the definition of Renyi’s
entropy given in eq. (5), it comes that Renyi’s entropy of Y + εZ is

hr(Y + εZ) =
1

1 − r
log

∫
pr

Y +εZ(x)dx, (8)

where the density pY +εZ reduces to, up to first order in ε [9]:

pY +εZ(y) = pY (y) − ε
∂E[(Z|Y = x)pY (x)]

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=y

+ o(ε). (9)
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Therefore, we have:

pr
Y +εZ(y) = pr

Y (y) − rεpr−1
Y (y)

∂[E(Z|Y = x)pY (x)]
∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=y

+ φ(ε, y), (10)

where φ(ε, y) is o(ε). Hence, noting that log(1+a) = a+o(a) as a → 0, equations
(8) and (9) yield1

hr(Y + εZ) = hr(Y ) − ε
r

1 − r

∫
pr−1

Y (y)[E(Z|Y )pY ]′(y)dy∫
pr

Y (y)dy
+ o(ε). (11)

But, by integration by parts, one gets

1
r − 1

∫
pr−1

Y (y)[E(Z|Y )pY ]′(y)dy = −
∫

pr−1
Y (y)E(Z|Y = y)p′Y (y)dy, (12)

yielding

−ε
r

1 − r

∫
pr−1

Y (y)[E(Z|Y )pY ]′(y)dy∫
pr

Y (y)dy
= −εr

∫
pr−1

Y (y)E(Z|Y = y)p′Y (y)dy∫
pr

Y (y)dy
.

(13)
From the general iterated expectation lemma (p. 208 of [6]), the right-hand side
of the above equality equals

−εr
E[pr−2

Y (Y )p′Y (Y )Z]∫
pr

Y (y)dy
= εE[ψr(Y )Z], (14)

if we define the r-score function ψr(Y ) of Y as

ψr(Y ) .= −rpr−2
Y (Y )p′Y (Y )∫

pr
Y (y)dy

= − 1
pY (Y )

(pr
Y )′(Y )∫
pr

Y (y)dy
. (15)

Observe that the 1-score reduces to the score function of Y , defined as −(log pY )′.
Then, using eq. (11), noting Y = EW�S, cos θ = 1+o(θ) and sin θ = θ+o(θ),

the criterion C̃r(EW�) becomes up to first order in θ:

C̃r(EW�) = −hr(Y1) − hr(Y2)

≈ C̃r(W�) ± θ
{

E[ψr(S1)S2] − E[ψr(S2)S1]
}
. (16)

The sign of θ in the last equation depends on matrix W�; for example, if W� =
I2, it is negative, and if the rows of I2 are permuted in the last definition of W�,
it is positive.

Remind that the criterion is not sensitive to a left multiplication of its argu-
ment by a scale and/or permutation matrix. For instance, C̃r(W�) = C̃r(I2) =
−hr(S1) − hr(S2). It results that since independence implies non-linear decor-
relation, both expectations vanish in eq. (16) and C̃r(W) admits a stationary
point whatever is W� ∈ W .
1 Provided that there exist ε� > 0 and an integrable function Φ(y) > 0 such that for

all y ∈ R and all |ε| < ε�, φ(ε, y)/ε < Φ(y). It can be shown that this is indeed the
case under mild regularity assumptions.
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2.2 Second Order Expansion: Characterization of Non-mixing
Points

Let us now characterize these stationary points. To this end, consider the second
order expansion of pY +εZ provided in [9] (Z is assumed to be zero-mean to
simplify the algebra):

pY +εZ = pY +
1
2
ε2E(Z2)p′′Y + o(ε2). (17)

Therefore, since Renyi’s entropy is not sensitive to translation we have, for r > 0:

hr(Y + εZ) = hr(Y ) +
ε2

2
r

1 − r

∫
pr−1

Y (y)p′′Y (y)dy∫
pr

Y (y)dy
︸ ︷︷ ︸

.=Jr(Y )

var(Z) + o(ε2), (18)

where Jr(Y ) is called the r-th order information of Y . Observe that the first
order information reduces to J1(Y ) = E[ψ2

Y,r], i.e. to Fisher’s information [2].
In order to study the “nature” of the stationary point reached at W� (mini-

mum, maximum, saddle), we shall check the variation of C̃r resulting from the
update W ← EW� up to second order in θ. Clearly, cos θ = 1 − θ2/2 + o(θ2)
and tan θ = θ + o(θ2), the criterion then becomes:

C̃r(EW�)=−hr(Y1) − hr(Y2)
=−hr(S1 + tan θS2) − hr(S2 − tan θS1) − 2 log | cos θ|

= C̃r(W�)− θ2

2
[Jr(S1)var(S2) + Jr(S2)var(S1)]−2 log |1 − θ2

2
| + o(θ2)

= C̃r(W�) − θ2

2
[Jr(S1)var(S2) + Jr(S2)var(S1)−2] + o(θ2) (19)

where we have used Hr(αY ) = Hr(Y ) + log |α|, for any real number α > 0.
This clearly shows that if the sources share a same density with variance var(S)
and r-th order information Jr(S), the sign of C̃r(EW�)− Cr(W�) equals, up to
second order in θ to sign(1 − Jr(S)var(S)). In other words, the criterion reaches
a local minimum at any W ∈ W if Jr(Si)var(Si) < 1, instead of an expected
global maximum. In this specific case, maximizing the criterion does not yield
the seeked sources.

3 Example

A necessary and sufficient condition for a scale invariant criterion f(W),
W ∈ SO(K) to be an orthogonal contrast function is that the set of its global
maximum points matches the set of the orthogonal non-mixing matrices, i.e.
argmaxW∈SO(K) f(W) = W . Hence, in the specific case where the two sources
share the same density pS , it is necessary that the criterion admits (at least) a
local maximum at non-mixing matrices. Consequently, according to the results
derived in the previous section, the Jr(S)var(S) < 1 inequality implies that the
sources cannot be recovered through the maximization of Cr(B).
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3.1 Theoretical Characterization of Non-mixing Stationary Points

The above analysis would be useless if the Jr(S)var(S) < 1 inequality is never
satisfied for non-Gaussian sources. Actually, it can be shown that simple and
common non-Gaussian densities satisfies this inequality. This is e.g. the case
of the triangular density. We assume that both sources S1, S2 share the same
triangular density pT

2:

pT (s) .=

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

1−|s/
√

6|√
6

if |s| ≤
√

6

0 otherwise .
(20)

Observe that E[Si] = 0, var(Si) = 1, i ∈ {1, 2}, and note that using integration
by parts, the r-th order information can be rewritten as

Jr(Y ) = r

∫
pr−2

Y (y)[p′Y (y)]2dy∫
pr

Y (y)dy
.

Then, for S ∈ {S1, S2} and noting u
.= 1 − s/

√
6:

Jr(S) =
r

6

∫ √
6

0 (1 − s/
√

6)r−2ds
∫ √

6
0 (1 − s/

√
6)rds

=
r

6

∫ 1
0 ur−2du
∫ 1
0 urdu

=

⎧
⎨

⎩

r(r + 1)/[6(r − 1)] if r > 1

∞ if r ≤ 1

Thus Jr(S)var(S) < 1 if and only if r(r + 1)/[6(r − 1)] < 1. But for r ≥ 1, the
last inequality is equivalent to 0 > r(r +1)− 6(r− 1) = (r − 2)(r − 3). Therefore
Jr(S)var(S) < 1 if and only if 2 < r < 3, as shown in Figure 1(a). We conclude
that for a pair of triangular sources, the criterion Cr(B) is not a contrast for
2 < r < 3.

3.2 Simulation

Let us note Y = [Y1, Y2]T , Y = WθS, where Wθ is a 2D rotation matrix of angle
θ of the same form of E but where θ can take arbitrary values [0, π]. The criterion
−(hr(Y1)+hr(Y2)) is plotted with respect to the transfer angle θ. Obviously, the
set of non-mixing points reduces to W = {Wθ : θ ∈ {kπ/2|k ∈ Z}}. Drawing
this figure requires some approximations, and we are aware about the fact that it
does not constitute a proof of the violation of the contrast property by itself; this
proof is provided in the above theoretical development where it is shown that
out of any problem of e.g. density estimation or exact integration approximation,
Renyi’s entropy is not always a contrast for BSS. The purpose of this plot is,
complementary to Section 2, to show that in practice, too, the use of Renyi’s
entropy with arbitrary value of r might be dangerous.

Figure 1(b) has been drawn as follows. For each angle θ ∈ [0, π], the exact
triangular probability density function pT is used to compute the pdf of sin θS

2 This density is piecewise differentiable and continuous. Therefore, even if the density
expansions are not valid everywhere, eq. (19) is still of use.
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Fig. 1. Triangular sources. (a): log(Jr(S)var(S)) vs r. (b): Estimated Renyi’s criterion
C̃r(E) vs θ. The criterion is not a contrast function for r = 2.5 and r = 5.

and cos θS, S ∼ pT , by using the well-known formula of the pdf of a transfor-
mation of random variables. Then, the output pdfs are obtained by convoluting
the independent sources scaled by sin θ and cos θ. Finally, Renyi’s entropy is
computed by replacing exact integration by Riemannian summation restricted
on points were the output density is larger than τ = 10−4 to avoid numerical
problems resulting from the log operator. At each step, it is checked that the
pdfs of sin θS, cos θS, Y1 and Y2 integrate to one with an error smaller than τ
and that the variance of the outputs deviates from unity with an error smaller
than τ . Note that at non-mixing points, the exact density pT is used as the
output pdf to avoid numerical problems.

The two last plots of Figure 1(b) clearly indicate that the problem could be
emphasized even when dealing with an approximated form of Renyi’s entropy.
On the top of the figure (r = 1), the criterion C̃r(W) = C̃(W) (or more pre-
cisely, Cr(B) = C(B)) is a contrast function, as expected. On the middle plot
(r = 2.5), C̃r(Wθ) admits a local minimum point when Wθ ∈ W (this results
from Jr(S)var(S) < 1), and thus violates a necessary requirement of a contrast
function. Finally, on the last plot (r=5), the criterion is not a contrast even
though Jr(S)var(S) > 1 since the set of global maximum points of the criterion
does not correspond to the set W .

4 Conclusion

In this paper, the contrast property of a well-known Renyi’s entropy based cri-
terion for blind source separation is analyzed. It is proved that at least in one
realistic case, globally maximizing the related criterion does not provide the ex-
pected sources, whatever is the value of Renyi’s exponent; the transfer matrix
W globally maximizing the criterion might be a mixing matrix, with possibly
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more than one non-zero element per row. Even worst, it is not guaranteed that
the criterion reaches a local maximum at non-mixing solutions ! Actually, the
only thing we are sure is that the criterion is stationary for non-mixing matri-
ces. This is a mere information since if the criterion has a local maximum (resp.
minimum) point at mixing matrices, then a stationary point might also exist at
mixing solution, i.e. at W such that the components of WS are not proportional
to distinct sources. Consequently, the value of Renyi’s exponent has to be chosen
with respect to the source densities in order to satisfy

∑K
i=1 Jr(Si)var(Si) > K

(again, this is not a sufficient condition: it does not ensure that the local max-
imum is global). Unfortunately, the problem is that the sources are unknown.
Hence, nowadays, the only way to guarantee that Cr(B) is a contrast function
is to set r = 1 (mutual information criterion) or r = 0 (log-measure of the
supports criterion, this requires that the sources are bounded); it can be shown
that counter-examples exist for any other value of r, including r = 2. To con-
clude, we would like to point out that contrarily to the kurtosis criterion case,
it seems that it does not exist a simple mapping φ[.] (such as e.g. the absolute
value or even powers) that would match the set argmaxB φ[Cr(B)] to the set
{B : BA ∈ W} where W is the set of non-mixing matrices, because there is no
information about the sign of the relevant local optima.
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